Introduction
Although the challenges faced by wireless body sensor networks (BSNs) in healthcare environments are in a certain way similar to those already existing in current wireless sensor networks (WSNs), there are intrinsic differences, which require special attention (Yang, 2006) . For instance, human body monitoring may be achieved by attaching sensors to the body's surface as well as implanting them into tissues for a more accurate clinical practice. One of the major concerns is thereby that of extremely energy efficiency, which is the key to extend the lifetime of battery-powered body sensors, reduce maintenance costs and avoid invasive procedures to replace battery in the case of implantable devices. That is, BSNs in healthcare systems operate under conflicting requirements. These are the maintenance of the desired reliability and message latency of data transmissions, while simultaneously maximizing battery lifetime of individual body sensors. In doing so, the characteristics of the entire system, including physical (PHY), MAC and application (APP) layers have to be considered. In fact, the MAC layer is the one responsible for coordinating channel accesses, by avoiding collisions and scheduling data transmissions, to maximize throughput efficiency (and reliability) at an acceptable packet delay and minimal energy consumption. Now, the design of future MAC protocols for BSNs must tackle stringent quality of service (QoS) requirements, apart from the desired low power consumption. Hence, the right MAC approach is able to handle cross-layer PHY-MAC-APP features. In order to consider all the aforementioned healthcare requirements, this chapter first concentrates on the analysis and evaluation of the energy consumption in a MAC level. Thereafter, novel cross-layer fuzzy-logic techniques are proposed to enhance QoS resource management in the here portrayed MAC approach for BSNs. Simulation results are achieved to validate the overall system performance, and its scalability, by increasing the number of wireless on-body sensors in the BSN (see Fig. 1 ). In this context, among all IEEE 802 standards available today, the IEEE 802. 15.4 (802.15.4, 2003) is regarded as the technology of choice for most BSN research studies (Yang, 2006) ; (Zhen et al., 2007) ; (Kumar et al., 2008) . However, the 802.15.4 MAC is not actually intended to support any set of applications with stringent QoS, and, even though it consumes very low power, the figures do not reach the levels required in BSNs (Zhen et al., 2007) ; (Kumar 
The IEEE 802.15.4 MAC limitations in BSNs for healthcare
In a 802.15.4 star-based network, the beacon mode appears to allow for the greatest energy efficiency. Indeed, it allows the transceiver to be completely switched off up to 15/16 of the time when nothing is transmitted/received, while still allowing the transceiver to be www.intechopen.com A new MAC Approach in Wireless Body Sensor Networks for Health Care 93 synchronized to the network and able to transmit or receive a packet at any time (Bourgard et al., 2005) . The beacon mode introduces the so-called superframe structure. The interbeacon period is partially or entirely occupied by the superframe, which is divided into 16 slots. Among them, there are at most 7 guaranteed time slots (GTS), (i.e. they are dedicated to specific nodes), which form the contention free period (CFP) (802.15.4, 2003) . This functionality targets very low latency applications, but it is not scalable in BSNs, since the number of dedicated slots is not sufficient (Zhen et al., 2007) . In the medical field, where one illness usually boost-ups other illnesses, many body sensors should be able to reach the BAN coordinator via such guaranteed services. Further, the current protocol only supports first come first served based GTS allocation and does not take into account the traffic specification, delay requirements, and the energy resources. Again, in medical scenarios, many critical events may occur at a time, and some of them are more critical and need most urgent response (Kumar et al., 2008 ). An additional drawback with the current GTS allocation is the bandwidth under utilization. Most of the time, a device uses only a small portion of the allocated GTS slots, and the major portion remains unused, resulting in empty holes within the CFP. In such conditions, the use of the contention access period (CAP) is required; where channel accesses in the uplink are coordinated by a slotted carrier sense multiple access mechanism with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA). Nevertheless, in the literature (Bourgard et al., 2005) ; (Park et al., 2005) ; (Pollin et al., 2005) , it has already been proved that the CSMA/CA mechanism has a significant negative impact on the overall energy consumption, as the traffic load in the network steadily increases. Thus, the appraisal of other existing MAC protocols in terms of delivery ratio, end-to-end delay and effective energy per information bit introduces important challenges in BSNs. That is the reason why we here introduce energy-aware radio activation policies into a highperformance MAC protocol different from CSMA/CA, while analyzing and evaluating its QoS and energy-saving performance in BSNs.
Overview on distributed queuing MAC protocols
This section highlights the basic features related to distributed queuing (DQ) MAC protocols that are essential for the understanding of the new QoS and energy-saving enhancements proposed in this chapter. The introduction of the Distributed Queuing Random Access Protocol (DQRAP) for local wireless communications was already presented in (Lin & Campbell, 1993) and later in (Alonso et al., 2005) under the name of Distributed Queuing Collision Avoidance (DQCA), as an adaptation to IEEE 802.11b MAC environments. It has already been shown that the throughput performance of a DQ MAC protocol outperforms CSMA/CA in all studied scenarios. The main characteristic of a DQ MAC protocol is that it behaves as a random access mechanism under low traffic conditions, and switches smoothly and automatically to a reservation scheme when the traffic load grows. That is, DQ MAC protocols show a near-optimum performance independent of the amount of active terminals and traffic load. Let us consider a star-based topology with several nodes and a network coordinator, following DQRAP original description (Xu & Campbell, 1992) , the time axis is divided into an "access subslot" that is further divided into access minislots (m), and a "data subslot". The basic idea is to concentrate user access requests in the access minislots, while the "data subslot" is devoted to collision-free data transmissions. The DQRAP analytical model approaches the delay and throughput performance of the theoretical optimum queuing systems M/M/1 or G/D/1, depending on the traffic distribution. Hence, DQ MAC protocols can be modelled as if every station in the system maintains two common logical distributed queues -the collision resolution queue (CRQ), and the data transmission queue (DTQ) -, physically implemented as four integers in each station; two station-dependant integers that represent the occupied position in each queue; and, two further integers shared among all stations in the system that visualize the total number of stations in each queue, CRQ and DTQ. The CRQ controls station accesses to the collision resolution server (the access minislots), while the DTQ is in charge of the data server (the "data subslot"). This provides a collision resolution tree algorithm that proves to be stable for every traffic load even over the system transmission capacity. Note that the number of access minislots is implementation dependant, but we are formally using 3 access minislots, following the original DQRAP structure and argumentation for maximizing its throughput performance (Xu & Campbell, 1992) . A DQ MAC protocol consists of several strategic rules, independently performed by each station by managing the aforementioned four integers (i.e. corresponding to the two distributed queues, CRQ and DTQ) (Xu & Campbell, 1992) , which answer: i) 'who' transmits in the data slot and 'when', ii) 'who' sends an access request sequence in the minislots (m) and 'when'; and iii) 'how' to actualize their positions in the queues. Hence, the promising behaviour of DQRAP in (Lin & Campbell, 1993) ; (Xu & Campbell, 1992) , and similarly of DQCA in (Alonso et al., 2005) , in terms of delay and near-optimum throughput achievements (i.e. allowing high reliability), evokes the idea to further explore DQ MAC protocols in terms of energy consumption under BSN healthcare scenarios. This favourable behaviour is especially achieved thanks to the inherent protocol performance at eliminating collisions in data transmissions and minimizing the overhead of contention procedures (i.e. carrier sensing and back-off periods) with respect to CSMA/CA. Based on that, we introduce energy-efficient enhancements to allow radio activation policies and power management solutions for the proper use of DQ MAC in BSNs, while comparing it to the standard de facto (802.15.4, 2003) . Additionally, we propose here a new cross-layer fuzzy-logic scheduling algorithm to improve QoS features, and by means of computer simulations, we evaluate its overall performance. Fig. 2 shows the energy-saving superframe format of a DQ MAC protocol proposal for starbased BSNs. The complete energy-saving superframe structure comprises two differential parts; (a) from body sensors to BAN coordinator (uplink), with a CAP and a CFP. The CAP is further divided into m access minislots, whereas the CFP is devoted to collision-free data packet transmissions, and, (b) from BAN coordinator to body sensors (downlink) using the feedback frame, which contains several strategic fields. In fact, the DQ MAC superframe is bounded by the feedback packet (FBP) contained in the Fig. 2 portrayed feedback frame, which is broadcasted by the BAN coordinator. Similar to the 802.15.4 MAC superframe format, one of the main uses of the FBP is to synchronize the attached body sensors to the BAN coordinator. The FBP always contains relevant MAC control information (i.e. corresponding also to the protocol rules), which is essential for the right functioning of all www.intechopen.com body sensors in the BSN. When a body sensor wishes to transfer data, it first waits for the FBP. After synchronization, it independently actualizes the integer counters, by applying a set of rules that determine its position in the protocol distributed queues, CRQ and DTQ. At the appropriate time, the body sensor transmits either an access request sequence (ARS) in one of the randomly selected access minislots (within the CAP), or its data packet in the "data slot" (within the CFP). The BAN coordinator may acknowledge the successful reception of the data packet by sending an optional acknowledgment frame (ACK). This sequence is summarized in Fig. 1 . The main differences of this energy-saving DQ MAC superframe format with respect to previous DQ MAC ones are the following; (a) a new preamble (PRE) between the ACK and the FBP is introduced to enable synchronization after power-sleep modus (i.e. idle or shutdown). That is to say that the body sensors, which are not supposed to be ACK recipients, are longer maintained in power-sleep modus, as later detailed, (b) further, the FBP is here of fixed length (i.e. independently of the number of body sensors in the BSN) and contains two strategic fields for specific energy-aware radio activation policies and power management solutions. These are the modulation and coding scheme (MCS) and the length of the data packet to be transmitted in the next CFP. This facilitates scalable power management processes for future multi-rate medical applications, and allows the use of a flexible CFP (i.e. data packets of different lengths for applicationoriented medical body sensors). 
DQ MAC energy-saving enhancements for BSNs

Energy-aware radio activation policies
To be able to asses the average energy consumption of a body sensor in a BSN, we must first characterize the instantaneous power consumption of the transceiver, when operating in different states. Apart from the transmit and receive modes, a transceiver supports two further states: shutdown, when the clock is switched off and the chip is completely deactivated waiting for a start-up strobe; and, idle, when the clock is turned on and the chip can receive commands, for example, to turn on the radio circuitry (Bourgard et al., 2005) . Fig. 3 illustrates our enhanced DQ MAC superframe format to allow different power management scenarios to body sensors using an energy-aware radio activation policy under BSNs. Note that each time slot is characterized by a different power consumption modus (i.e. transmit, receive, idle, and shutdown). As previously mentioned, each body sensor synchronizes to the BSN thanks to a newly introduced preamble sequence (PRE) of duration PRE t after a period in idle mode. Thereafter, it receives the required system information via www.intechopen.com
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the FBP of duration FBP t for updating the distributed queues, CRQ and DTQ (Xu & Campbell, 1992) . After each FBP, a short inter-frame space IFS t is left to allow the MAC layer to process the data received from the PHY layer, like in (802.15.4, 2003) . Active body sensors involved in the access procedure like in scenarios (1) and (2) start by sending an ARS, here of duration length ARS t , in one of the randomly selected access minislots (Alonso et al., 2005) . Prior to that, these body sensors should have switched its radio from idle to transmit mode, which take them a transition time ia t for body sensor radio wake-up (i.e. from idle to active modes (Bourgard et al., 2005) , during which the receiver turns its radio to idle mode to save energy. In (802.15.4, 2003) , aw t is characterized as the maximum time to wait for an ACK. Scenario (4) shows how an active body sensor waiting in idle mode synchronizes through the PRE to receive the FBP. Finally, scenario (5) portrays how a body sensor in shutdown state wakes up and waits for some time in idle mode to synchronize through the PRE and get the FBP to update the state of the CRQ and DTQ queues (see Section 3). 
The average time in transmit, receive and idle mode can be computed as,
.
The average duration of the DQ MAC time superframe, FRAME
where m corresponds to the number of minislots used in the current DQ MAC superframe n , as the total average number of slot time frames waiting in the whole queuing system (i.e. CRQ and DTQ), and, the average number of slot time frames used to transmit an ARS in the CRQ system, respectively. Their concrete characterization is not straightforward, but both numbers can be derived from DQRAP original delay theoretical analysis in (Zhang & Campbell, 1993) . Fig. 4 (a) portrays the analytical results of the energy consumption per information bit of DQ MAC versus the theoretical analysis of 802.15.4 MAC in (Bourgard et al., 2005) , as the relative traffic load in the BSN increases. It can be seen, that the use of DQ MAC outperforms 802.15.4 MAC by reducing a 37% the energy consumption per information bit, when the relative traffic load is as high as 60%. The here presented DQ MAC energy-efficient analysis is corroborated by computer simulations in Fig. 4 (b) and its description follows.
Energy-efficiency evaluation
The performance of the studied energy-efficiency analysis is validated via MATLAB computer simulations, by implementing the DQ MAC protocol (see Section 3), within a starbased BSN scenario, as the relative traffic load increases until saturation conditions. Relative traffic load is here defined, as the ratio of generated data packets per iteration. The traffic load rises by increasing the number of active body sensors in the BSN in each simulation. Note that all body sensors follow a Poisson traffic distribution, since we consider here a generalized case scenario. The energy consumption is computed considering every body sensor spent time and power consumption in each of the aforementioned states (i.e. transmit, receive and idle) following DQ MAC procedure in our simulated BSN scenario. Thus, the energy consumption per information bit is defined as the ratio of the total energy consumption per body sensor and per payload packet length (i.e. information bit). Every active body sensor is supposedly located at a random distance from the BAN coordinator, as portrayed in Fig.1 . The channel link implementation is based on the path loss model of (802.15.4, 2003) , where the average received power is expressed as a function of an arbitrary T-R separation distance of maximum 8 meters (i.e. within a hospital setting). In our simulations, the time-variant received signal also includes Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) and the effect of log-normal shadowing, assuming the channel is coherent within the transmission of a DQ MAC superframe, like in indoor environments. The reference BSN scenario is characterised by the system parameters corresponding to the standardized 802.15.4 MAC default values in the upper frequency band 2.4 GHz at the fixed data rate 250 Kb/s (802.15.4, 2003) . Following the illustration of DQ MAC superframe structure in Fig. 2 , we choose the longest data payload lengths (L) of 80, 100 and 120 bytes, to minimize the PHY (6 bytes) and MAC (8 bytes (802.15.4, 2003) . The synchronization PRE corresponds to 4 bytes and it is followed by the FBP of 11 bytes, similar to a beacon (802.15.4, 2003) . Additionally, we use 3 access minislots, like in the literature (Xu & Campbell, 1992) , and an ARS occupies hereby the same size as a preamble sequence (i.e. 4 bytes), which is a worst case assumption. Power consumption values are formalized as in (Bourgard et al., 2005) , (i.e. rx P = 35.28 mW, idle P = 712 μW, and, Here, it can be seen the excellent protocol performance even for the highest traffic load between 80% and 90%, which remains under 350 nJ/bit. Thus, the simulation results corroborate the accuracy of the newly introduced theoretical analysis in terms of energy efficiency. They also show the appropriate scalability of DQ MAC energy-saving performance for future BSN scenarios, while fulfilling healthcare stringent power consumption requirements
New DQBAN system modelling for QoS
Up to now, we mainly tackled energy-consumption per information bit and presented an enhanced energy-saving DQ MAC solution as a potential candidate to overcome 802.15.4 MAC deficit figures required in BSNs. However, the design of future MAC protocols for BSNs must also fulfill other stringent requirements, such as high reliability, fairness and low latency (i.e. QoS), apart from the desired low power consumption. For that purpose, a novel cross-layer fuzzy-rule scheduling algorithm is introduced for the first time within the use of a DQ MAC protocol (Otal et al., 2009 ). This operates on top of the energy-aware radio activation policies previously presented.
The main idea hereby is to integrate a fuzzy-logic system in each body sensor to deal with multiple cross-layer input variables of diverse nature in an independent manner. By being autonomously aware of their current condition and specific medical requirements, body sensors are able to demand a "collision-free" time slot, whenever they consider it strictly necessarily (e.g. high system packet delay or low body sensor residual battery lifetime). Similarly, they may refuse to transmit, if there is a bad channel link, thus permitting another body sensor to do so. This results in improving the system overall performance, while keeping the inherent distributed behavior of a DQ MAC protocol. Hence, the here proposed Distributed Queuing Body Area Network (DQBAN) protocol is an alternative enhancement to 802.15.4 MAC in all possible BSN scenarios. DQBAN corresponds to an enhanced MAC model specially modified by means of a novel cross-layer fuzzy-logic scheduling mechanism on top of the above described energy-aware activation policies to satisfy energyefficient and stringent QoS demands in healthcare scenarios. Hence, DQBAN supports high application-dependant performance requirements in terms of reliability, message latency and power consumption, while being adaptable to changing conditions, such as heterogeneous traffic load, interferences, and the number of sensors in a hospital BSN. DQBAN also utilizes the two common logical distributed queues CRQ and DTQ, for serving access requests (via the "access minislots") and data packets (via the "data slot"), respectively. In the new logic system model though, instead of keeping a first-come-firstserved discipline in DTQ, a cross-layer fuzzy-rule based scheduler is introduced, as portrayed in Fig. 5 . The use of the scheduler permits a body sensor, though not occupying the first position in DTQ, to transmit its data in the next frame collision-free "data slot" in order to achieve a far more reliable system performance for medical applications. Practically speaking, this is obtained by integrating a fuzzy-logic system in each body sensor in the BSN. As explained later, a fuzzy-logic approach allows each particular body sensor to individually deal with multiple cross-layer inputs of diverse nature (i.e. x1, x 2 , to x k in Fig.  4 ). The basic idea is that body sensors consider their own QoS criteria, current channel quality and battery constraints, and make use of fuzzy-logic theory, as a control mechanism, to demand or refuse the next frame "data slot", according to their particular needs. 6 ,(a)). Note that when both queues are empty, the protocol uses an exception of slotted-Aloha (Xu & Campbell, 1992) . However, if CRQ is empty -but DTQ is not -, the body sensor sends an access request -randomly selecting one of the "access minislots" -to grant its access into DTQ (see Fig. 6 ,(b)). If its access request collides with any of another body sensor in the selected "access minislot", these body sensors involved therein occupy the same position in CRQ (following the order of the selected minislot position), and wait for a future frame to compete for a free "access minislot" again to grant its access into a DTQ exclusive position. New body sensors, with a packet to send, are not allowed to enter the system until CRQ is empty (i.e. all current collisions are resolved) (see Fig. 6 ,(c)). When a body sensor selects successfully a free "access minislot" (known at the reception of the FBP), it takes immediately a place in DTQ up. If DTQ is now empty, it may be in the first position of DTQ, thus transmitting directly in the next DQBAN superframe "data slot" (see Fig. 6 ,(d)), DTQ Empty Case). If this is not the case, each body sensor applies its fuzzy-logic algorithm in order to demand a collision-free "data slot" (i.e. to be forwarded) or to refuse the next "data slot" (i.e. to be delayed) whenever it is required. As explained in the next section, this algorithm consists of a number of fuzzy-logic rules, which permit body sensors to find out 'how favorable' or 'how critical' their specific situation is, in a particular time frame. Every body sensor in DTQ has the chance to individually send its Decision (i.e. forward or delay) to the BAN coordinator via the "scheduling minislots". Otherwise, it remains in the same position and no decision is sent to the BAN coordinator. When having all different results, the BAN coordinator notifiesthrough the broadcasted FBP -about the specific changes to improve the system overall performance: i) if a body sensor requires the next collision-free "data slot", or ii) if a body sensor in the position to transmit indicated its refusal to do so (see Fig. 6 ,(e)). Upon reception of the FBP, each body sensor knows whether it may transmit in the next "data slot" or not, and updates the queue states consequently (see (Lin & Campbell, 1993) ; (Xu & Campbell, 1992) ). Finally, the turn comes for the body sensor to transmit and wait for the reception of an ACK from the BAN coordinator (see Fig. 6, (f) ). Similarly, the BAN coordinator communicates to the body sensors via the fields, already described in Section 4.1 and also illustrated in Fig. 7 ; (a) an ACK to acknowledge the packet of the transmitting body sensor that must arrive before aw t elapses, as explained in (802.15.4, 2003) ; (b) the synchronization PRE, which permits the energy-aware radio activation policies previously proposed; and (c) the FBP of fixed duration broadcasted by the BAN coordinator. Following the illustration in Fig. 7 , DQBAN superframe structure ends with an inter-framespace, as also defined in 802.15.4. Thanks to the PRE, each body sensor in the BSN uses energy-aware radio activation policies in order to maximize its battery lifetime and minimize its overall energy consumption. Thereafter, it receives all related information of the state of the queues CRQ and DTQ via the FBP. As aforementioned, the FBP is of fixed duration and includes the MCS and the packet length (Lgth) of the following data packet to be transmitted, to allow body sensors to autonomously regulate their own power management activity. Note that, apart from the PRE, the scheduling minislots and the strategic FBP subfields F (Forward) and D (Delay) are all brand-new fields especially designed to fulfill the specific BSN requirements in healthcare systems. A detailed description follows.
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DQBAN scheduling minislots
Those sensors occupying the n first positions in DTQ -with the exemption of the one transmitting in the "data slot" of the current superframe -may send a warning in the assigned scheduling minislot to demand or refuse the next "data slot" in case of danger (see Fig. 7 ). This situation can happen (a) if a non-transmitting body sensor requires urgently to send its packet sooner as indicated in its current position in DTQ (for example due to excessive packet system delay or not enough residual battery lifetime), or (b) whenever a body sensor occupying the second position in DTQ does not find it convenient to transmit in the next frame (for example due to interferences). Since all active body sensors in the BAN are constantly aware of the state of the queues via the FBP, the number of scheduling minislots (n) might be configurable from DQBAN superframe to superframe, though always equal or smaller than the total number of occupied positions in DTQ.
Thus, now DQBAN behaves as an intelligent MAC protocol adapting itself to traffic load, channel link quality (i.e. interferences) and QoS requirements. That is, DQBAN operates as i) a slotted ALOHA protocol for light traffic load, ii) a reservation protocol for high traffic load, iii) a "polling" protocol to guarantee -"on demand" -a collision-free "data slot". Notice that to for iii), apart from the new "scheduling minislots" the strategic subfields in FBP (F and D) are essentially required.
DQBAN F and D subfields in FBP
The FBP contains the new strategic fields F (Forward) and D (Delay), which are used by the BAN coordinator to inform body sensors about the overall result of their own decisions (i.e. after their having applied the fuzzy-logic algorithm). That is, i) the F field refers to "the position occupied by the body sensor in DTQ", which requires to be forwarded to transmit in the next collision-free "data slot". Should more than one body sensor demand simultaneously to be forwarded, the BAN coordinator selects the one occupying the first relative position in DTQ. That is fair, since that body sensor has been waiting longer in the DQBAN system (i.e. fairness). ii) the D field is active if "the body sensor occupying the current first position in DTQ" indicated its refusal to transmit in the next "data slot". In the case that the F field was empty, the body sensor in the second position in DTQ transmits. Note that both fields are implementation dependant. The F field is an integer counter and the D field might be a flag (e.g. 1 byte for both fields).
Cross-layer fuzzy-logic highly-reliable scheduling mechanism
The new cross-layer fuzzy-rule based scheduling algorithm pursues the idea of playing a determining role between the different physical layer states and the particular body sensors applications. Its main goal is to optimize MAC layer performance in terms of QoS and energy consumption by applying fuzzy-logic decision techniques into the DQBAN logic system model (see Fig. 5 ). Relying upon each body sensor application and environmental conditions (i.e. multiple input variables of diverse nature, x 1 , x 2, to x k in Fig. 5) , the crosslayer fuzzy-rule based scheduler defers or prioritizes transmissions in order to guarantee high reliability at acceptable message latencies, and maximize body sensor battery lifetime. Hence, it is assumed that all body sensors are likely to achieve the required channel quality at a certain time, given the time-varying nature of the wireless link. Nevertheless, a body sensor that might have been waiting for too long in the system or suffer from critical residual battery lifetime will be prioritized so that its data is not compromised. Our scheduling algorithm employs three input continuous variables derived from each body sensor setting and the interaction with its changeable environmental conditions (i.e. wireless channel, system load) in order to decide the new order in DTQ. Bearing in mind the continuous, but dynamic and unpredictable constraints of our system, we found appropriate the use of fuzzy-logic theory for the scheduling algorithm implementation. The advantage of a fuzzy-logic approach is its simplicity of implementation and scalability when dealing with non-linear systems with multiple inputs of diverse nature (Srinoi et al., 2006) .
Fuzzy-logic overview
Fuzzy logic was introduced by Lofti Zadeh (1965), who claimed that many sets in the world that surrounds us are defined by a non-distinct boundary. Zadeh decided to extend twovalued logic, defined by the binary pair {0,1} to the whole continuous interval [0,1] thereby introducing a gradual transition from falsehood to truth. Fuzzy logic is a control and decision system approach that mimics human control logic, in the same way a human would make decisions. Fuzzy logic provides a simple way to arrive at a definite conclusion based upon vague, ambiguous or imprecise input information. Fuzzy-logic theory has been mainly applied to industrial problems including production systems. There has been significant attention given to modeling scheduling problems within a fuzzy framework. Several fuzzy logic based scheduling systems have been developed, although direct comparisons between them are difficult due to their different implementations and objectives (Srinoi et al., 2006) . In general, a Fuzzy Logic System (FLS) is a nonlinear mapping of an input data vector into a scalar output. Fuzzy set theory establishes the specifics of the nonlinear mapping (Mendel, 1995) . Fig. 8 depicts a FLS that is widely used in fuzzy logic controllers. A FLS maps crisp inputs into crisp outputs, and this mapping can be expressed quantitatively as y = f(x). It contains four components: fuzzifier, fuzzzy rules, inference engine, and defuzzifier.
Fig. 8. Fuzzy logic system (FLS)
Fuzzy-logic scheduling algorithm
In our current implementation design, the fuzzy-logic system integrated in each body sensor employs three cross-layer specific sensor-dependant (i) time-variant (t i ) input variables to satisfy the above-mentioned requirements. These are; (a) the Signal-to-Noise Ratio in dB -( ) i i SNR t -derived at the reception of the FBP (see Fig. 7 ), assuming symmetry within uplink and downlink -to and from the BAN coordinator -given a certain coherence time; (b) the Waiting Time in the system in seconds -
WT t -calculated from an inherent clock; and, (c) the residual Battery Life in mAh -( ) i i BL t -derived from an inner hardware indicator. In general, a fuzzy-logic system is a nonlinear mapping of an input data vector into a scalar output and is widely used in fuzzy-logic controllers (Mendel, 1995) . Fuzzy set theory establishes the specifics of the nonlinear mapping. A fuzzy logic controller contains four components: fuzzifier, fuzzzy rules, fuzzy inference process, and defuzzifier. The fuzzifier turns the input real values (also called crisp values) into linguistic variables. The fuzzzy rules are the linguistic rules, which make up the fuzzy logic controller decision behavior. The fuzzy inference process matches the linguistic input variables with the linguistic rules. The result of the fuzzy inference process is that the linguistic values are assigned to a set of linguistic output variables. Note that in our fuzzy-logic system implementation, the use of the defuzzifier is not required, since body sensors make use of a unique output linguistic variable (Decision), whose linguistic values remain invariable independently of the number of input real variables.
Fuzzifier
To facilitate the implementation design at the entrance of the fuzzy-logic system, we use normalized values with respect to each body sensor specific constraints: choose the triangular membership function for its simple expression (i.e. low implementation cost and processing power), as explained in (Srinoi et al., 2006) .
Fig. 9. Membership function example for antecedents and consequents
Fuzzy-logic rules and fuzzy-inference process
Since the linguistic input variables SNR, WT, and BL have each three different states, the total number of possible ordered triplets of these states is 27 (3×3×3 (7) On the contrary, the last two rules warn body sensors about a critical situation to demand the next possible collision-free "data slot" to guarantee QoS. i (6) R is used when a packet system waiting time is too close to its maximum latency. Note that if SNR were dangerous, a body sensor in that situation could even increase its power transmission to compensate the bad quality link, assuming the implementation design allows that. R warns each body sensor about its critical residual battery life. The idea is to let the sensor send its packet in the next frame before batteries are replaced due to time constraints. BL t in the fuzzy-logic system integrated in each body sensor. Further, a new way of implementing the output variable Decision is introduced in order to have a comparable relative reference for the evaluation results in the next section. Thereafter, we describe how to evaluate the performance of the overall proposed techniques.
The cross-layer input variables model
Signal-to-Noise Ratio Every active body sensor (i) obtains its current
SNR t , in dB, of the link to the BAN coordinator -separated at a random distance (d i ) -upon reception of the FBP at the instant (t i ) (see Fig. 7 ). Like the authors in (Howitt & Wang, 2004) , we define here the received signal as 
SNR t
by generalizing the formula in (Howitt & Wang, 2004) as,
where the power sensitivity 
System Waiting Time
An active body sensor calculates its current system Waiting Time
WT t , in seconds, at the end of each DQBAN superframe at instant (t i ), every time it has a packet to transmit in the queuing system (i.e. CRQ or DTQ). Analytically,
WT t is computed, as the sum of all different time superframes ( ) FRAME i T t (see Fig. 7 ), counting from the body sensor first access request at instant (t = 0) until the current time (t = t i ) for a particular packet in the DQBAN system. That is, 
BL t B B t B B t B B t
where ( )
B t has been calculated following the power management scenario described in Section 4 for a sensor waiting in DTQ. Further, 
B t t t t t I B t t I B t m t n t t T t t t I
where tx I , rx I and idle I are the minimum consumption values in transmit, receive and idle modes corresponding to Chipcon specification data sheet for CC2420 transceiver (Chipcon) in mAh. Note that all other time values have been defined in Section 4.1.
Performance evaluation metrics
The performance of the proposed techniques is evaluated in a star-based topology BSN where different body sensors with their specific medical requirements communicate with the BAN coordinator in a hospital care scenario through a shared wireless indoor radio channel (see Fig. 1 ). For scalability reasons, the proposed techniques have been assessed in two specific scenarios, i) a homogenous scenario characterized by a BSN with only wireless ECG body sensors. ii) a heterogeneous scenario characterized by a BSN with a number of ECG body sensors and other different medical sensors with their own specific QoS demands. 802.15.4, 2003) and the hereby introduced DQBAN system is used to model the MAC layer. The performance generation evaluation metrics are defined as follows;
Delivery Ratio
The authors in (Bourgard et al., 2005) performed an energy-saving study about WSNs and estimated the bit error probability on a testbench composed of a CC2420 transmitter wired to a second CC2420 in receiving mode, through a set of calibrated attenuators. Let's consider here their estimated bit error probability -for a body sensor at a random distance (d i ) from the BAN coordinator and at instant (t i ) -, as the exponential regression equation . Thereby, we define the probability of success as
where i L corresponds to the total amount of payload data in the DQBAN MAC superframe expressed in bits (see Fig 7. ). From the previous ( , )
SNR t expressions in (9), we defined numerically the probability of success
SNR t values (see Table 3 ). Further,
values to ease the fuzzy-logic representation of the SNR membership function, which is used in our simulation scenario. Thus, the "Delivery Ratio" for each particular body sensor is here computed as the percentage of packets that is transmitted successfully, considering:
i) the probability of success success i  in the wireless channel, as defined in Table 3 ;
ii) the packet timeout due to latency limits and specified for every body sensor in Table 2 ; iii) the battery lifetime limitations for each body sensor, as defined in the next section. Table 3 . Probability of success
Mean Packet Delay and Average Energy Consumption per Utile Bit
The "Mean Packet Delay" is computed for every packet in the system based on (10). On the one hand, the purpose is to prove that the fact of using the fuzzy-logic scheduling algorithm does not affect the overall delay system performance. On the other hand, each body sensor shall satisfy its own latency limits as previously defined in Table 2 . Similarly, to obtain the "Average Energy Consumption per Utile Bit", we compute the average time each body sensor is in transmit, receive and idle modes (see Section 4) and multiply these calculated times by the corresponding reference power consumption, following Chipcon specification data sheet for CC2420 transceiver (Chipcon) . Note that this computation derives from formulas (11) and (12). To eventually attain the energy consumption per utile bit, we divide per the total average number of information (utile) bits per frame.
DQBAN performance evaluation results
By means of MATLAB computer simulations, we evaluate the aforementioned metrics -"Delivery Ratio", "Mean Packet Delay" and "Average Energy Consumption per Utile Bit" -, to assess the scalability of the DQBAN system performance as the number of body sensors -in a star-based BSN with a single BAN coordinator -increases until saturation conditions, i) from 5 to 35 in a homogenous scenario with 1-lead ECG body sensors with different initial amount of battery; and, ii) from 10 to 35 in a heterogeneous scenario characterized by 4 different medical sensors as defined in Table 2 (i.e. Clinical PDA, Blood Pressure, Respiratory Rate, Endoscope Imaging) and a growing number of 1-lead ECG sensors. Be aware that all body sensors are randomly placed at 1-meter to 8-meter distance away from the BAN coordinator in order to symbolize different channel link qualities, as previously detailed in Section 7. In order to define the particular characteristics of the medical sensors, we have considered a similar approach as authors in ; (Chevrollier & Golmie, 2005) . Medical sensors specifications in Table 2 typify each body sensor requirements in terms of BER, latency, traffic generation distribution and message generation rate or inter-arrival packet time at 250 Kb/s as in 802.15.4 (802.15.4, 2003) . The selected medical sensors are just a mere example of possible applications in hospital settings. For the sake of simplicity, all body sensors in the heterogeneous scenario are initially charged with the same amount of battery, i.e. 5500 mAh in our simulations. Whenever a body sensor runs out of battery, its replacement is supposed to be automatically, since the number of body sensors just increases from iteration to iteration and, it never decreases.
System parameters
Following DQBAN superframe structure (see Fig 7. ), the chosen reference scenario is defined by the set of system parameters provided in Table 4 , whose fields correspond to 802.15.4 MAC default values in the upper frequency band at 2.4 GHz and at the unique standardized data rate 250 Kb/s (802.15.4, 2003) . (Xu & Campbell, 1992) . Similarly, for the DQBAN novel n scheduling minislots, the same length of 1 byte is reserved to indicate either forward or delay (i.e. Decision output linguistic values). In our current DQBAN simulations, there are m = 3 access minislots (as in the original (Xu & Campbell, 1992) ; and n = 5 scheduling minislots, even though n could be configurable from DQBAN superframe to DQBAN superframe, depending on the number of body sensors in DTQ. To simulate the fuzzy-logic system integrated each body sensor, we utilize a MATLAB fuzz-logic toolbox. The aforementioned   
Simulation results
For the overall evaluation of the DQBAN MAC system performance, we carried out the following models and comparisons among them in both homogenous and heterogeneous depicted hospital care scenarios, A. DQBAN model (i.e. with the fuzzy-logic system scheduler and energy-aware radio activation policies), B. DQ model with a general cost function scheduler as in (Chen et al., 2006) and energyaware radio activation policies, C. DQ without any scheduler implementation as in Section 4 (i.e. though with the energyaware radio activation policies), D. DQ with neither any energy-aware radio activation policy nor any scheduling algorithm implementation, that is as in (Lin & Campbell, 1993) ; (Xu & Campbell, 1992) .
The results of the "Delivery Ratio", "Mean Packet Delay" and "Average Energy Consumption per Utile Bit" metrics are portrayed in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 after long iterating and achieving the permanent regime of the DQBAN scheme. Fig. 10 depicts the DQBAN MAC performance in a homogenous BSN with an increasing number of 1-lead ECG body sensors, whose characteristics are specified in Table 2 . Note that 20% of the ECG sensors involved in each simulation are initially charged with much less amount of battery. The idea is to evaluate the energy-saving behavior of the DQBAN system as the traffic load rises until saturation conditions. The "Average Energy Consumption per Utile Bit" in graphic Fig. 10(a) illustrates the requirement of an energy-aware activation policy. In a typical DQ MAC protocol (Lin & Campbell, 1993) ; (Xu & Campbell, 1992) , no energy-saving techniques are utilized. Therefore, as the traffic load increases in the BSN, body sensors remaining longer in the system may run out of battery. As a result, the average energy-consumption per delivered information bit increases. Fig. 10 (c) emphasizes that by using energy-aware radio activation policies plus a scheduling algorithm, the MAC layer improves in terms of average energy consumption per utile bit. DQBAN outperforms the aforementioned B. and C. implementations. Notice that it was already proved in Section 4 that the energy-consumption of the DQ MAC (implementation C.) outperforms 802.15.4 in all possible scenarios. The "Delivery Ratio" graphic Fig. 10(b) proves that the fact of scheduling data packets taking cross-layer constraints into account outperforms the first come first served discipline of the original DQ protocol by guaranteeing the QoS requirements of high reliability, right message latency and enough battery lifetime to all body sensors transmissions in the BSN (as described in Section 7.2). The use of DQBAN with the proposed cross-layer fuzzy-rule base scheduling algorithm reaches more than 95% of transmission successes, even though 20% of the ECG sensors have critical battery constraints. Close to saturation limits, DQBAN achievement is specifically 42.75% superior to the original DQ protocol without any energy-aware policy (i.e. implementation D.) and 11.78% superior compared to implementation C. The slight raise in the "Delivery Ratio", in implementations A. and B., results from the growing number of body sensors in DTQ. That is, it is easier to find a body sensor with the appropriate environmental conditions to be scheduled in the first place, while others are reluctant to transmit. Further, Fig. 10(d) confirms that the use DQBAN is also appropriate in terms of "Mean Packet Delay" and still outperforms implementation B., as in all previous studied scenarios. Fig. 11 illustrates the DQBAN MAC performance in a hospital scenario with heterogeneous traffic. The heterogeneous BSN is characterized by four specific medical body/portable sensors defined in Table 2 ; a blood pressure body sensor, a respiratory rate body sensor, a real-time endoscope camera and a portable clinical PDA, while the number of ECG body sensors increases from simulated iteration to iteration, as previously explained. In order to facilitate the evaluation of the "Delivery Ratio" metric of the implementations A., B. and C., Fig. 11(a) portrays the performance of the Blood Pressure body sensor and the average performance of the total number of ECG sensors in the heterogeneous BSN, separately. When it comes to evaluate the "Delivery Ratio" of the Blood Pressure body sensor, DQBAN is specifically 3.44% and 10% higher than that of implementations B. and C., respectively. In the average ECG case, DQBAN is 3.38% and 10.83% better than B. and C., respectively, while reaching more than 96% of transmission successes. Similarly, Fig. 11(b) depicts the DQBAN achievements for the Respiratory Rate body sensor (17.10%) and the Endoscope Imaging (13.18%) with respect to implementation C. As aforementioned, the slight raise in the "Delivery Ratio", in implementations A. and B., results from the growing number of body sensors in DTQ. In saturation conditions, DQBAN reaches nearly 90% (Respiratory Rate sensor) and 95% (Endoscope Imaging) of transmission successes. Like in the previous studied homogenous scenario, Fig. 11 (c) and (d) show the "Average Energy Consumption per Utile Bit" and the "Mean Packet Delay" of all medical body sensors involved therein, confirming again the good inherent performance of the DQBAN model. In general, DQBAN outperforms the B. and C. implementations in all analyzed scenarios, while being more appropriate than B. in terms of scalability for healthcare applications.
Homogenous Scenario
Heterogeneous Scenario
Conclusions
In this chapter, a new energy-efficiency theoretical analysis for an enhanced DQ MAC protocol has been introduced, as a potential candidate for future BSNs. For that purpose, energy-aware radio activation policies are first introduced in order to allow power management regulation to minimize the energy consumption per information bit. The analytical study has been validated by simulation results, which have shown that the proposed mechanism outperforms IEEE 802.15.4 MAC energy-efficiency for all traffic loads in a generalized BSN scenario. Further, the proposed MAC protocol commitment is to also guarantee that all packet transmissions are served with their particular applicationdependant QoS requirements (i.e. reliability and message latency), without endangering body sensors battery lifetime in BSNs. For that purpose, a cross-layer fuzzy-rule scheduling algorithm has been introduced. This scheduling mechanism permits a body sensor, though not occupying the first position in the new MAC queuing model, to send its packet in the next frame in order to achieve a far more reliable system performance. The new DQBAN MAC model has been evaluated in a star-based BSNs under two different realistic hospital scenarios with diverse medical body sensor characterizations. The evaluation metric results are in terms of "delivery ratio", "average energy consumption per utile bit" and "mean packet delay", as the traffic load in the BSN rises to saturation limits. By means of computer simulations, the DQBAN MAC model has shown to achieve higher reliabilities than other possible MAC implementations, while fulfilling body sensor specific latency demands and battery limits. Thus, the use of DQBAN MAC reaches high transmission successes even in saturation conditions, while keeping the good inherent energy-saving protocol behaviour. This proves to scale for future BSN in healthcare scenarios.
